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ABSTRACT
Technology for Robot-assisted Neurosurgery is currently limited
in application. Neurosurgery procedures require a surgeon and
a surgical assistant who assists with tasks. A surgical assistant
with robotic precision and awareness of a human will result in
effective treatment of patients. As a step towards the development
of an Intelligent Surgical Assistant, surgical instruments need to be
tracked to understand the response of a human surgical assistant
to verbal and nonverbal cues from surgeons. For this purpose, an
instrument tracking algorithm was developed and tested using
two datasets: a labeled dataset from Intuitive Surgical, Inc. from
MICCAI 2017 for the Endoscopic Vision Challenge and a custom
dataset developed and released with this paper, called NeuroID 1 .
In this paper, three different instrument segmentation approached
are evaluated and compared to a hand-crafted heuristic baseline.
The source code of our methods is also made publicly available to
facilitate reproducibility.

operation, the surgical robotic systems can be classified into three
categories: supervisory controlled robots, teleoperated robots and
shared control type systems [13][4]. The work done by collaborative
mechanisms depict the reliability of surgical robots for less critical
tasks while relying on the surgeon to be the dominant operator.
This boosts the procedure with robotic speed and precision while
circumventing the problem of complete autonomy and decision
making[7] [11].
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INTRODUCTION

Robotic surgery is being adopted more commonly by surgeons and
its use in hospitals is growing at a steady rate[10]. The most commonly performed robotic procedure is Minimally Invasive Surgery
for laparoscopic applications. The da Vinci Surgical System is a laparoscopic robot that has seen a steady growth and adoption, with
over 700,000 surgeries performed in 2015 using the system with
a 15% increase in 2016[1]. The fields of orthopedics, gynecology,
cardiac surgery and retinal surgery are some others that benefit
from the surgical application of robotics.
On the contrary, robotics is not commonly employed in the
field of neurosurgery due to the complexity of procedures. Neurosurgery is a field that would benefit most from robotic surgery due
to improved precision, consistency in surgical technique, enhanced
safety, and their minimally invasive nature. [12] provides a consolidated report on the innovations in robotics for endovascular
and cerebrovascular neurosurgery. The applications are mostly for
imaging-related modalities, guidance systems or master-slave type
control by the surgeon. Depending on the level of autonomy in
1 http://brl.ee.washington.edu/robotics/surgical-robotics/neurosurgical-instrument-

segmentation/

Figure 1: Proposed human-robot collaboration in neurosurgical workspace.
Our goal is to develop an assistive robot for neurosurgery that
would execute three important but simple tasks that a surgical
assistant would perform. A sample setup of the desired system
is shown in Fig. 1. The first step in the direction of developing a
human-robot collaborative surgical assistant is to model the surgical
protocol for neurosurgery. This requires the system to identify
and analyze how different surgical instruments move in a given
surgical workspace. This project identifies and segments different
surgical instruments present in image frames of an in-vivo surgical
procedure to achieve this goal.
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BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Instrument tracking has been a topic of interest over the last decade
in the field of surgery. In addition to benefiting collaborative robotics, the position information of instruments helps in increasing the
context-awareness of the surgeon and helps reduce human errors.

There are two categories of approach for instrument detection marker-based and marker-less. Marker-based approached would
add to additional costs for manufacturing and sterilization. It also
adds to the complexity of a procedure by requiring constant calibration for trackers to obtain position information relative to the
global coordinate frame. Scalability of the solution is hence more
applicable to marker-less solutions.
Bouget et. al [8] detect surgical tools by learning the local appearance and global shape from the training data. A random forest
model is trained over ten feature channels and the shape model is
learned using linear Support Vector Machine. The parameters are
searched exhaustively and hence slow for runtime implementation.
This work is also one of two cases that develops a neurosurgical dataset for identifying instruments. Recent research is more
oriented towards using machine learning and deep learning for surgical tool segmentation. [5] uses Convolutional Neural Networks
with auto encoder-decoder architectures. Pakhomov et. al [14] modified a deep residual learning network ResNet-101 and used dilated
convolutions with stride to perform a binary segmentation task
for differentiating surgical instruments and tissue. The output image dimensions are restored by incorporating a deconvolutional
layer. Both these methods were trained on datasets with pixel-wise
segmentation, restricted to the field of Minimally Invasive Surgery.
These require significant memory and hardware for implementation due to the size of the networks. The other challenge for using
deep learning on current datasets is the large number of parameters in the network used in proportion with the smaller size of the
dataset, which may lead to overfitting.
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For the Intelligent Surgical Assistant, there are two datasets that
the algorithm is tested on to account for the differences between
robotic instruments and instruments used during neurosurgery. For
robotic instruments, the MICCAI 2017 Endoscopic Vision Challenge
Instrument Segmentation [3] dataset was used.
The instruments used in robotic surgery are different from those
in a traditional surgical procedure. These instruments do not possess the distinct features of a robotic instrument, which usually
consists of shaft, wrist and clasper parts. Due to the lack of a standard dataset for neurosurgical tools, a dataset was generated from
surgical videos recorded in Harborview Medical Center, where the
Intelligent Surgical Assistant will be tested on completion. The procedures selected for data collection have a higher level of assistant
involvement, using up to five instruments simultaneously in the
surgical field.
Each video has a resolution of 720 x 480 px and runs at 29.97
frames per second. The images for the surgical tools dataset were
collected every 14th frame to record information at an approximate
rate of 2 frames per second. We annotated 300 images from each
video, of which the first 225 were used for training and the rest
were used for testing. Additionally, 727 images from across the
videos were annotated to increase the diversity of visual conditions.
These were split randomly into training (581 images) and testing
(146 images) sets. The target distribution in the training and testing
sets were evaluated to be similar. This reduces overfitting to a
particular surgery or set of images. The total dataset of 2227 images
provides pixel-wise labels for binary and instance segmentation
(i.e. instrument type ID) tasks. A sample annotated image is shown
in 2.

APPROACH AND UNIQUENESS

The current collaborative robotic assistants for surgery alternate
with the surgeon to perform tasks and do not work beside them in
the surgical workspace. To the best of our knowledge, [6] is the only
project in the literature to develop a surgical robot working alongside a surgeon, for an invasive laparoscopic procedure. Research in
the field works on automating the surgical procedure by replacing
the surgeon while ignoring potential benefits of automating tasks
performed by the surgical assistant. Effective implementation of
such systems will need three important attributes: modeling the
surgical protocol, a mode of communication between surgeon and
robotic assistant, and autonomous navigation of surgical instruments to perform assistive tasks. We are addressing the first stage
of the project in this paper.
This work compares four different marker-less methods for binary segmentation of neurosurgical instruments towards identifying and tracking tools used by surgeons and surgical assistants. We
also generated a new, labeled dataset for neurosurgical instrument
segmentation, which will be made publicly available with the code.
Our approaches were also evaluated on a public robotic instrument
dataset for comparison.

4.1

4.2

Tool Segmentation

In this work, three different deep architectures for binary segmentation were evaluated against a hand-crafted heuristic procedure
(Described in our publication [2]). The first architecture is a Vanilla
U-net (composed of an encoder-decoder structure)[15] for the tool
vs non-tool identification task. The encoder network consists of
successive convolutional layers, pooling layers and Rectified Linear
Unit (ReLU) activations, capturing a compact feature map in an
encoded latent representation. The pooling layers from the encoder
are replaced with upsampling layers in the symmetric decoder
network for recovering spatial information. The concatenation of
higher resolution features from the downsampled path with the
features in the upsampled section (Fig. 3) provides precise localization. The performance of the default encoder and decoder were
rather limited. By leveraging the benefits of transfer learning [19]
we evaluated two variations in U-net – one with a VGG16 encoder network[17] and another using the lighter, more versatile
MobileNetV2[16]. The U-net with VGG16 network consists of 3x3
kernels and uses 1x1 convolutions intermittently to change the dimensionality in the filter space whereas the MobileNetV2 network
presents an inverted residual structure.
Training:
The VGG-UNet and MobileUNet networks were pre-trained on
the ImageNet dataset[9]. For upsampling in the decoder network,
we used bilinear interpolation for the Vanilla U-net and fractionally

Dataset Generation

The datasets for instrument segmentation need to account for the
variability in challenges posed. These include heterogeneous environments with diversity in optical interactions such as blur, shadows, occlusions, specular reflection, fast motion, smoke, and blood.
2

Figure 2: Manual annotation of a collected image frame to detect and identify different Neurosurgical instruments (grasper,
peach), (suction, blue), (curette, green) and (pickup, magenta).The binary segmentation ground truth and instance segmentation ground truth from the annotation are included.
Table 1: Evaluation of performance - Dice Coefficient and
IoU

strided convolutions/transposed convolution with the for VGGUNet network.
MobileNetv2 uses depthwise separable convolutions, linear bottleneck between layers and shortcut connections between the bottlenecks. It uses fewer parameters and runs faster in comparison to
VGG-16, without a large loss in accuracy. The obtained pre-trained
weights were initially trained for faster inference speeds as opposed
to higher accuracy. This initially resulted in relatively lower performance. We updated our decoder for MobileUNet based on results
from [18] to create a computationally efficient solution. This uses
a data-dependent upsampling technique called DUpsampling that
incorporates better feature aggregation and downsamples the fused
features to the lowest resolution before merging them.
The energy function is minimized to maximize probability of
accurate predictions. We perform K-fold cross-validation to avoid
overfitting. The dataset was augmented using horizontal flip, vertical flip, normalize, padding and random crop to increase its size
and learn invariance properties. A threshold of 0.3 was used to determine if the pixel was tool or background. All pixel values below
the specified threshold were set to 0, while all values above the
threshold were set to 255 to produce final prediction mask. The
networks were trained for 10 epochs, with a batch size of 4. The
networks used Adam optimizer with an alpha of 0.0001.
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Analysis

Robotic

Neurosurgical

Baseline Method
Vanilla U-net
U-net w/ VGG-16
MobileUNet

Instruments
Dice IoU
0.516 0.461
0.813 0.724
0.887 0.80
0.921 0.882

Instruments
Dice
IoU
0.339
0.312
0.6740 0.653
0.736
0.7102
0.769
0.748

could be applied to further improve performance. The results can
be extended with a categorical cross-entropy (H) for instrument
identification.
On the data collection front, obtaining data for neurosurgical
procedures was difficult due to personnel availability, mechanics of
obtaining patient consent, and fewer surgeries actively involving
tools held by a surgical assistant. Additionally, due to idiosyncratic
depth of tumor (between 1 to 5cm) and its location in the frame,
the level of focus blur and extent of blurred area was also highly
variable among the videos. We will be increasing the number of
videos and size of the dataset.
Table 2: Evaluation of performance with NeuroID- (Inference on NVIDIA Titan Xp)

RESULTS

On applying the instrument segmentation algorithm detailed above,
it was possible to segment instruments from tissue. A sample output
image is shown in Figure 2.
To show the relative performance of the neural networks with
respect to the hand-crafted heuristic baseline[2], the Dice coefficient
and Intersection over Union (IoU) metrics were used to calculate
quality of binary segmentation (Table 1). By incorporating a lighter
network and modifying the downsampling technique, we were
able to improve performance while generating a faster and lighter
network. The performance variations between the two datasets
stem from the level of variations in the chosen surgical scenarios
(more in NeuroID) and relatively smaller dataset used from NeuroID.
We will incorporate the larger dataset in the next training iteration.
The deep-learning methods used were in an end-to-end pipeline,
performing efficient analysis on the full resolution images. Postprocessing techniques such as conditional random fields or grabcut

Analysis
Heuristic method
Vanilla U-net
U-net w/ VGG-16
Mobile-UNet

Inference Time (in sec)
0.271
0.089
0.176
0.026

We were also able to evaluate the inference time for the different networks. This was performed for neurosurgical instrument
segmentation. The results are shown in Table 2..
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Figure 3: Encoder-Decoder architecture used for instrument segmentation. The number of channels is indicated below the box
for a VGG encoder. The height of the box represents a feature map resolution.The yellow boxes represent convolution blocks,
red represents pooling, blue represents upsampling and gray represents concatenation.
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